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We, a group of teachers went for a heritage walk in Puducherry on 1st October 2015. The primary aim was to visit different local heritage sites, discuss their historical importance and to find out the possibilities of taking children to visit these sites. We went to INTACH (Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage) and interacted with experts in heritage conservation. We learnt about the history of Puducherry town and its important architectural features:• How the town was planned• How the old buildings were built• What materials were used to build it • How to conserve a heritage site etc. We also got to know about the architectural features of a building that were in accordance with the cultural and climatic conditions. We visited two renovation sites: one was the Bharathiar Museum, a typical Tamil Heritage building and another was a French heritage building in white town. We also discussed ‘Aayi mandapam’ (Park Monument), another important heritage site situated in the center of Bharati Park. It is a white monument built during the rule of Napoleon III, Emperor of te France.The design of Puducherry town was laid out during the Dutch occupation (1693 AD – 1699 AD). There were two distinct parts and the European quarters (white town) and the Tamil quarter (black town) separated by a depressed area, which is now the canal. A study of the structure of French and Tamil 

houses tells us a lot about their different culture and lifestyles.The typical ‘white town’ houses are in the French quarter located near the beach and around the Bharthi Park.• In order to live in the tropical hot climate, the French built their houses with large windows, high ceilings and a lot of open spaces inside the 
house. 

• The social rank and status of landlord is made known by the elaborate architecture and style on their gates. • The rooms in the French buildings are much more open when compared to the Tamil buildings. This shows that French were more open, and particularly women were given much 
more freedom. The houses of a prominent Tamil citizen would show significantly different features, • The entrances of the house would be marked by a ‘Thalvaram’ – a veranda to protect 
the façade from the sun.
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• A Thinnai is a resting space for passerby. The ‘Veranda’ and ‘Thinnai’ are the ‘talking streets’ which reveal the intimate scale and interactive nature of the Tamil society. • The houses were large in large in size with many room because people lived in joint families.• ‘Nadumutram’ or the central open space used to be where the residents would meet and receive guests. The ‘nadumutram’ also ensures proper air circulation and helps to keep the place cool. Privacy was very well taken care of in these large houses.The Tamil quarter is divided into three: Hindu quarter, Muslim quarter and Christian quarter and they can be differentiated by the minor architectural difference among them. For example, the buildings in the Muslim quarter will have a bit more decorated grills with art work 
and there are arches in the windows.In Puducherry, in the late 1990s there were around 2000 heritage buildings; but recent data says that only 500 of them remain. Unplanned development activities, demolishing buildings to build new ones, lack of awareness about the importance of these buildings were some reasons for the fall in the number of buildings.

IF WE TAKE STUDENTS TO THESE LOCAL 

HERITAGE SITES….

Students can: 1. Know the history of the building - who built it, why and when, its architectural style etc.2. Get to know about the materials used for building houses – the source and logic for using those materials. 3. Appreciate the skill and contribution of artisans in creating a beautiful building. 4. See the present state and strength of the heritage buildings. Understand the importance of safeguarding heritage building.5. Develop their thinking abilities and group behavior. 
Credits: This article was written with the help of the information provided by INTACH, PuducherryIf you want to take your school children to visit heritage sites, you can contact INTACH Heritage Centre, Aurobindo Street, Puducherry http://

www.intachpondicherry.org/


